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Abstract
The Swedish landmark law on workplace democracy, MBL, has traditionally been regarded as a victory of social democracy over recalcitrant employers. In contrast, this article shows how in fact, before the law, the Swedish Employers’ Confederation SAF was the main driver behind Swedish research on work life reform, and the main promoter of employer-union dialogue on the matter. Crucially, in the 1960s, SAF endorsed the internationally pioneering thinking of economist Eric Rhenman, who argued that conflict within the firm between managers and unions was unavoidable, healthy and could be good for business, if framed in a productive manner. Today, this line of management thinking is termed the Scandinavian cooperative advantage.

However, in the early 1970s, Swedish social democracy radicalized abruptly. The SAF board initially interpreted the new radicalism as a masquerade to appease activists. SAF assumed that behind the scenes, the Swedish spirit of consensus-oriented labour market dialogue would prevail – as it had since the 1938 Saltsjöbaden agreement. And assuredly, the actual effects of the MBL law proved to be considerably less radical than advertised, and broadly compatible with Rhenman’s thinking. Still, social democracy’s new ideological rhetoric helped prompt SAF’s late 1970s shift from cooperation to conflict.
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From the historic 1938 Saltsjöbaden basic agreement, and up until the early 1970s, relations between Swedish employers and unions were strikingly peaceful. This long-reigning so-called Saltsjöbaden spirit of labour market cooperation was characterized by an internationally unique consensus-oriented dialogue between employers and unions, supported by common fact-finding investigations, common problem-solving, cooperative arrangements, and state non-intervention.

This article chronicles the Swedish Employers’ Confederation SAF’s cooperative practices and win-win ideas in relation to the unions before the 1970s breakdown of the Saltsjöbaden spirit, as exemplified by the policy issue of worker participation in management decision making at the level of the firm. The article describes SAF’s innovative thinking and consensus-oriented initiatives on the issue of workplace participation, from the post-war era up until the Social Democratic Party’s 1976 MBL law on workplace democracy. Arguably, research has neglected the union-friendliness of Swedish employer interests, preferences and strategies during this less dramatic era.¹

In effect, the findings of this article undermine the dominant ‘stab-in-the-back’ legend of how SAF ostensibly ended the Swedish model of Saltsjöbaden consensus-making, by walking out on social democracy. In this tale, it was SAF’s sudden turn to a ‘militant pro-capitalist strategy’ that marked the beginning of the tragic demise of the iconic Swedish ‘Third way’.² And indeed, it is accurate that starting with SAF’s change of leadership in 1978, SAF mobilized its considerable financial and organizational power resources to shape and rally Swedish public opinion to oppose social democracy, re-shaping the Swedish political landscape for many decades to come.

However, as this article demonstrates, before social democracy’s sudden and drastic radicalization in the early 1970s, SAF was actually an early, active and pioneering supporter of workplace participation. In fact, from the immediate post-war era and up until the 1976 passing of the MBL law, SAF was the main driver behind Swedish research on work life reform, and the main promoter of employer-union cooperation on the matter.

Indeed, the more important impetus to SAF’s later shift to a confrontational stance came not from the workplace democracy issue as such, but from the radical visions surrounding it. From the early 1970s, social democracy coupled workplace reform with the wage-earner-funds issue, into a socialist future of collectively owned industry governed by the employees. Effectively, this program broke with the reigning Saltsjöbaden consensus, which rested on social democracy’s acceptance of the basic principles of a free-enterprise economy. Arguably, it was this whirlwind radicalization of social democratic demands that eventually – in addition to the changed material incentives caused by economic globalization and macroeconomic shifts – drove SAF to mobilize its’ power resources and change its approach, from cooperation to conflict.³
The theoretical argument – the political construction of employer preferences

Recently, Peter A. Swenson has argued that earlier research has tended to systematically misrepresent employer interests and preferences, due to a prevalent implicit assumption of ‘objective’ class conflict. In contrast, research on employer interests has shown how historically, much Scandinavian welfare state development has been supported by employers.

This is an important critique of the long-standing power resource explanation of welfare states, and its contemporary expression in studies of business accommodation. According to these lines of theorizing, employers are unlikely to support the strengthening of social citizenship rights, and when they do, this mirrors only their second or lower level preferences. In other words: employer support is always strategic, based on fear of the working class and its power resources. Congruently, employers have only two possible strategies: accommodation or confrontation.

In effect, these arguments make radical socialist threats into the heroes of Scandinavian welfare state reform. Employers support social reform only when unions threaten to disrespect private property and the managerial prerogatives – so the argument goes. This of course precludes the occurrence of positive-sum outcomes, as well as a phenomenon such as SAF’s early and active interest in workplace democracy. Furthermore, it eclipses the longer time-frame, where years of radical demands can eventually drive employers to counter-mobilize.

This article shows how, during the decades preceding social democratic radicalization, Swedish employers were more than forthcoming in relation to workplace democracy issues. It was only well after the onslaught of radicalism in the early 1970s, that SAF responded in the late 1970s by mobilizing its power resources to change Swedish political discourse – with far-reaching, long-term consequences for the Swedish political landscape.

Interestingly, between 1938 and the early 1970s, Swedish social democracy was reasonably reliable in its democratic reformist stance. Already in the 1906 December compromise, Swedish LO affirmed the management prerogative to lead and direct work, which was then confirmed in the 1938 Saltsjöbaden agreement. In international comparison, the Swedish settlement between employers and unions was early, stable and institutionalized. Only in the early 1970s was this Swedish consensus suddenly put into question, when leftist intellectuals and workplace activists began toying with socialist rhetoric.

This order of events opens up the possibility that power resource scholars have it backwards: Radicalization leads to counter-radicalization, not accommodation. Vice versa, as this article chronicles; peaceful labour market relations can be conducive to employer representatives developing creative, win-win ideas.

Recent studies of the political construction of business interests have shown how employer preferences have differed across materially similar circumstances. Preferences are indeed materially based, but also contingent on the institutional context of policymaking; on ideas and expertise, cognitions and norms, organization and mobilization, political party
competition, and strategic interaction. Exigently, Cathie Jo Martin and Duane Swank have argued that patterns of employer-union consultation help shape business interests. Sustained interaction between an employers’ association on the one hand, and policy experts and organized interests on the other, tends to influence the perceptions and preferences of the employers’ association. In other words, institutionalized fora for dialogue matter. When employers’ associations interact with policy experts, this has a cognitive impact, alerting them to the benefits of social policies to employer interests.

A necessary condition for such influence to have an effect is that employers are organized, so that the peak employers’ association is in a position to socialize its members. This condition was very much fulfilled in the Swedish case, where the Swedish Employers’ Confederation SAF constituted a centralized, encompassing and dense organization.

In sum, the Martin and Swank argument concerning the political construction of business interests makes employer preferences into an empirical question, that cannot be deduced in the abstract. Which preferences did SAF in fact express in relation to workplace democracy? Commonly, actor preferences are determined by looking at three factors: the ideas or ideological motives, the strategic actions or choices, and whether specific policy templates can be said to lie in the objective interest of the actor. Following these three steps, the analysis looks first, at SAF’s optimistic ideas concerning workplace democracy, as expressed in cooperative initiatives and publications during the post-war era. Secondly, the article follows the political process leading up to the 1976 MBL law from the perspective of the SAF board. This material brings to light how SAF was in disbelief over the abrupt radicalization of social democracy. Third, the paper reviews the actual contents and effects of the Swedish MBL law; the so-called “Act of Co-Determination in the Workplace”, which codified into law the right to advisory consultation of employees in management decision-making at the level of the firm.

The article builds on the internal board meeting protocols of the Swedish Employers' Confederation (SAF), as well as SAF’s public reports and publications, and commentaries penned by actors involved at the time. Some of the SAF board meeting protocols have been studied earlier by Peter Swenson, who mentions them in a footnote to his landmark book Capitalists against Markets (2002). There, he makes a brief remark that SAF perceived that, on the theme of industrial democracy, the centrist parties were driving the political competition. This article also reviews corroborating evidence to this observation, from the board meeting protocols of the Swedish Social Democratic Party. The concluding discussion urges for new research on the swift and dramatic radicalization of Swedish social democracy and Swedish society as a whole, and the international influences behind it.

The history of works councils in Sweden
As in many other European countries, Sweden in the 1970s already had an existing long tradition of works councils for information to and consultation of workers. The first collective agreement on works councils was reached in 1946, between the Swedish Employers’
Confederation (Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen, SAF) and the blue-collar Trade Union Confederation (Landsorganisationen, LO), and the same year came to include also the white-collar Swedish Confederation of Professional Employees (Tjänstemännens Centralorganisation, TCO). This 1946 collective agreement on works councils – Företagsnämndsavtalet – opened up for the voluntary formation of works councils, where employers and workers could meet to discuss matters of workplace management and production, personnel and workplace environment. The agreement was renewed and strengthened in 1958 and again in 1966, but then replaced by the 1976 MBL law (Medbestämmandelagen), which is our focus here.

Up until the early 1970s, labour market issues had been settled by central negotiations and collective agreements – an arrangement which was made possible by a long-standing tradition of extensive deliberations, common fact-finding investigations, and consensus making. Then, during the first half of the 1970s, the social democratic government effectively broke with the Saltsjöbaden spirit of state non-intervention. It stepped in with legislation on a number of areas, including the law on employee board representation in corporations (1972), the law on employment protection (LAS, 1974), and the law on the status of union representatives at the workplace (1974). Furthermore, in 1975, LO launched their radical proposal on wage earner funds, which – if it had been implemented – would have entailed a gradual, 2 per cent per year, socialization of the Swedish economy.22 And finally, in 1976, just before the elections and a shift to a non-socialist government, parliament adopted the MBL law.

**Whose reform? Ideas, strategy, and interest**

Why then did Swedish parliament in 1976 legislate on an issue where labour market cooperation was already in place? Who wanted the MBL reform? Among researchers within the power resource approach to Scandinavian welfare state development, the initiative and driving force behind the Swedish law on workplace democracy has commonly been ascribed to the Swedish blue-collar trade union confederation, LO. In this vein, Gösta Esping-Andersen’s 1985 classic book on Swedish social democracy – Politics against Markets – contends that the impetus behind MBL was the LO, who wanted stronger workplace democracy policies.23 Likewise, the contemporary handbook narrative of the origins of the MBL is still that the initiative to the reform came from LO, whose leadership ‘considered legislation as necessary due to the unreasonable attitude of employers’.24

Another influential line of research on the evolution of the Swedish welfare state model is the Uppsala school of rational choice game theory.25 Within this 1975-1985 research program, two studies analysed MBL – and both depicted it as a reform that came about on the initiative of the LO, and constituted a ‘win’ for the Social Democratic Party over the non-socialist opposition parties. These models of rational choice games demonstrate how, in the final round of parliamentary negotiations over the legislative proposal, the two centrist parties – the agrarian Centerpartiet and the social liberal Folkpartiet – adjusted their final positions to accommodate the Social Democratic Party. Still, both studies also note the curious fact that
the agrarians and social liberals were largely in consensus with the general direction of the
new law on workplace democracy.
As Hadenius notes, already by 1969, public opinion in Sweden, from right to left, was almost
unison: Everyone was in some sense or other in favour of industrial democracy.26 Notably, as
we will return to in a concluding discussion, this seems to hold true for the pan-European
arena as well. Indeed, parallel to the Swedish MBL reform, a wave of worker consultation
reforms washed across Western Europe during the 1970s, in the wake of a wave of Eastern
European superficially comparable reforms, with similar labels.27
Unlike this larger perspective, game theory tends to boil down longer processes of multi-
player political interaction to specific moments, where key actors are given single-move,
binary choices.28 Conversely, this article argues that taking a wider perspective, in terms of
both time and concerning which actors were involved, can shed important light on how
preferences took shape, and alternatives for action were structured; in a multi-step process
of complex interaction.

‘Prepared to consult’
Starting in the wake of the second world war and the experiences of war-time cooperation in
production, in much of Europe, support for worker participation reforms reached across the
political spectrum. The late 1940s saw a pan-European wave of works council reforms.29 At
the forefront of this international trend, as early as 1945, the Swedish employers supported
information to and cooperation with workers within the firm. Indeed, SAF argued that such
activities could contribute to efficiency and a sense of security and well-being at work, which
would be beneficial to all parties.30
At a local meeting on the future of the Swedish economy, held by the Conservative party in
Stockholm, SAF’s chairman, Gustaf Söderlund, stated that increased employee participation
in the life and management of the firm was one of the most important organizational issues
that businesses at the time should address.31 For the August 1946 SAF-LO central collective
agreement on works councils, SAF initially wished for all employees to be included, but swiftly
conceded to the demands of LO, that in firms where at least half of employees were union
members, the unions should represent the workers in the works council.32
In the perception of SAF, during the 1920s, social democracy had regarded worker
participation reforms as a step on the road to socialize the industry.33 In contrast, in the
historic 1938 Saltsjöbaden agreement, Swedish social democracy renounced any ambitions to
socialize the economy. In effect, in the eyes of SAF, it was the Saltsjöbaden agreement that
opened the door to SAF-LO cooperation on matters of worker participation.34
By 1945, there was a mutual realization on the part of LO and SAF that interests coincided
concerning employee consultation in management decision-making inside the firm.35 SAF’s
policy in the late 1940s did not mention the term ‘democratization’, but otherwise the
wording was almost identical with the post-war program of LO and the Social Democratic
Party. Both SAF and LO agreed that workers and officials should have the opportunity to
influence the operating conditions of the firm, in order to increase their sense of security and job satisfaction, and the capability of firms to pay higher wages. From 1945, SAF published information materials for their members, helping spread examples of good practice on matters of worker consultation. A 1945 fact-finding report, commissioned by the SAF together with the Federation of Swedish Industry, suggested various inroads for information to the employees in the firm, and encouraged the employers to create a good team-spirit within their establishments.

In 1952, SAF then set up a think tank, the Swedish Council for Personnel Administration (PA-rådet). The PA Council financed academic research on modern personnel administration, work organization, and leadership, and provided SAF members with professional consultants and advise on these matters. At the time, work life research was conducted in a spirit of consensus, and SAF invited LO and TCO to join the board of the PA Council. In a later interview, the contemporary managing director of the PA Council, professor Lennart Lennerlöf, describes the stance of the SAF in the late 1960s:

[SAF] probably did not want co-determination, but were prepared to consult. I think that was unique in the world. They invested resources, committed themselves to the practical implementation and invited the unions.

Until the mid-1970s, the PA Council remained the main source of financing for Swedish research on work life, and helped establish it as a field of research within Swedish academia. The PA Council was also a source of consulting services for Swedish firms, particularly on matters of worker participation. In 1972, 628 firms reported in a SAF survey that they were conducting experiments with participatory work structures. Less than half of these used external consultants, but among the few who did, the dominating consultant was the PA Council.

The SAF-LO-TCO Development Council

In a typical Saltsjöbaden spirit of cooperation between the parties of the labour market, a common SAF-LO-TCO Development Council for experiments and evaluation of workplace democracy was constituted in late June 1966. It promoted works council activity through research, experiments and educational efforts. During its’ years in existence 1966-1977, the Development Council for Cooperation (Utvecklingsrådet för samarbetsfrågor) issued more than 50 publications, most of them research reports, but also educational materials. For example, the Development Council repeatedly published bibliographies over Nordic and international research on industrial democracy, thus helping spread industrial democracy as norm and policy template. Already in 1969, the Development Council translated into Swedish the influential reports from the new-fashioned Norwegian project on industrial democracy, and its experiments with ‘personnel participation’ and semi-autonomous work groups within Norwegian metal, chemical and paper industry.
The Swedish SAF-LO-TCO Development Council also sponsored their own experimental research on new forms for employee influence, self-government and collaborative management of the work place. Experiments were conducted at big Swedish companies such as Husqvarna AB, Skandia, and AB Åkers Styckebruk. These studies were joint projects with the PA Council (PA-rådet) – the body which SAF itself had instituted in 1952, and later invited LO and TCO to join.

Under the umbrella of the Development Council, SAF produced educational materials on how management should present information, such as the annual financial accounts of the firm, to the employee representatives at the company works council, and how management should organize for employees to come with suggestions.

In sum, from the early 1950s, SAF was an active initiator and promoter of the development of norms and knowledge in relation to employee influence and cooperative arrangements at the work place. According to the biography of a centrally placed SAF-affiliated researcher, Hans de Geer, the 1960s strategy of the SAF on matters of workplace cooperation was to ‘take and keep the initiative in relation to LO’.

In the perception of the SAF, LO was more tentative in its development of industrial democracy policy. But on the basis of which types of ideas was the SAF so optimistic about worker participation?

**Rhenman’s ideas**

From the mid-1960s, SAF’s chief academic authority on matters of worker participation was Eric Rhenman. He was a young civil engineer and economist who, at the age of 23, had just presented his licentiate thesis at the Stockholm School of Economics. In the same year, 1961, SAF had instituted a policy group on the democratization of working life (Referensgruppen för arbetslivets demokratisering), tasked with developing SAF’s policy on the issue, in response to LO’s 1961 proposals. Rhenman joined the group in 1962, and was the main author of its final report, the 1964 book *Cooperation in the firms of the future* (Samarbetet i framtidens företag). Conjointly, SAF also published Rhenman’s book *Industrial Democracy and Industrial Management*, which addressed the academic research audience and was soon translated into several languages. The book was an early example of SAF’s later efforts to shape public debate in Sweden. The publication came with an ambitious and largely successful marketing plan, triggered a long and largely sympathetic debate in the main Swedish daily *Dagens Nyheter*, sold out and was re-published by SAF in paperback.

In terms of developing SAF policy, Rhenman’s two most important arguments were that employee consultation could be a crucial bonus for the productivity of business, but that current LO proposals for its realization were either imprecise, or rested on an outdated understanding of the organization of firms. For example, the demand that works councils should act as a kind of ‘staff’ or advisor to the general commander or management of the firm mirrored an antiquated understanding of business organization and modern leadership, Rhenman argued. In fact, management was not a matter of commands from the top, but a
decentralized process of two-way communication. Furthermore, firms were open systems, where employees were crucial channels of communication with the environment of the firm. In contrast to Taylorism and the management trend of human relations, SAF’s policy group report barely mentioned the productivity of the individual employee, but argued instead that the quality of company administration was the crucial factor behind efficiency. Rhenman’s limelight was on the managers, and their role in facilitating flows of communication within the firm, which in turn were key to productivity.59

In sum, the policy group’s final report suggested that transparency and employee consultation were of mutual interest for SAF and LO, but that the exact design of systems of consultation ought to be left to the individual firm, based on their mode of operation and needs.60

Furthermore, the report questioned whether actual co-determination was really in LO’s self-interest, since it would make employees co-responsible for management decisions – a double role and conflict of loyalties which LO during earlier decades had wanted to avoid.61

Furthermore, the report argued, empirical experience had showed that ordinary employees were often not very interested in matters relating to the overall management of the firm, and that formal rules for works councils were no guarantee of influence.62

While the practical policy suggestions of the policy group report rhymed well with SAF’s already existing and repeated policy statements53, at a more abstract, theoretical level Rhenman’s take on the life of the firm was actually new and internationally pioneering. Specifically, his conceptualization of stakeholders, balance of interests, and productivity were arguably original and internationally trailblazing contributions to economic thought.64

Traditionally, stock holders had been identified as the legitimate stakeholders in a firm, and its core purpose to generate profits. Rhenman’s original contribution to stakeholder theory – today dubbed the Scandinavian stake-holder theory65 – was a list of no less than seven categories of legitimate stakeholders in the firm; employees, management, customers, owners, suppliers, the state, and the municipality – all with both conflicting and overlapping interests, and all dependent on cooperation with each other.66

Rhenman rejected both the leftist view of competing interests, and the conservative human relations approach to management, which viewed conflict in the firm as unnecessary, unhealthy and counter-productive to common interests.67 In contrast, Rhenman argued that conflict inside of firms was unavoidable and healthy, and that avoiding or hiding conflict would be detrimental to productivity.68 Instead, firms should set up and institutionalize multiple and varied types of mechanisms for conflict resolution inside the firm, based on exchange of information, common problem solving, and negotiation.69 The role of management was to act as broker, and further a healthy balance of interests.70

In essence, Rhenman argued that conflict between employers and employees was good for business – if managed in a productive and conflict mediating manner. Congruently, the 1964 SAF report argued that worker interests should maintain separate representation, and employee participation be advisory only, avoiding co-determination and co-responsibility for decisions within the firm. Here, the SAF report seems to have held out an open hand to the
unions, arguing that for the development of the works councils, the most valuable aspect of ‘the Swedish system’ was the direct cooperation between management and the elected representatives of the employees. Furthermore, the 1964 SAF policy group report on industrial democracy praised the historical role of Swedish unions for the Swedish economy:

The massive influence of the trade union movement on the development of working conditions in our country [has] contributed to the high productivity of our companies.

Simultaneously, Rhenman squared the circle by arguing that productivity itself should be re-defined, to include the interests of all the stakeholders in the firm, including, remarkably, the ‘material and psychological needs’ of the employees. Conceivably, this was an early call for a redefinition of the concept of productivity, and new methods to measure it.

Interestingly, within Swedish business education and managerial practice, Rhenman’s ideas may to a certain extent have become institutionalized. Business historians argue that Rhenman’s version of stakeholder theory – Scandinavian stake-holder theory – grew to reach ‘hegemonic’ status at the schools of management of Swedish universities, from the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Rhenman’s influence also remained noticeable in the management practices promoted by the Swedish consulting business, where Rhenman himself was active – up until the early 1990s, when American consulting firms came to dominate the market. Strand and Freeman argue, that Rhenman’s management ideals are evident still today in the practices of successful Swedish multi-national companies, such as H&M and IKEA. Ostensibly, they argue, this ‘Scandinavian Cooperative Advantage’ strategy, based on Rhenman’s multi-stakeholder approach to the management of the firm, may be more amenable to sustainable practices, than forms of capitalism elsewhere.

In sum, the first step of the analysis of SAF rationality in relation to the MBL reform focused on SAF’s ideas or ideology in relation to MBL. The next section concerns the process of multi-actor strategic interaction on the issue of workplace reform.

Social democracy and the electoral arena

As mentioned in the introductory sections of this text, much of the earlier research on the evolution of the Swedish model of worker participation has depicted the 1976 MBL decision as a win for social democracy over both conservative employers and recalcitrant centrist parties in parliament. In contrast, in SAF’s perception at the time, social democracy was being pushed to radicalize and seek conflict with the employers in spite of itself. The Social Democratic Party was squeezed from the left by the new radicalism in society, and from the right by the political inventiveness of the centrist parties.

For example, in the spring of 1971, during the sudden radicalization of LO proposals on industrial democracy, SAF received underhand information that the new radical directives were a means for the social democratic government to support LO in its battle against leftist opposition. Hence, SAF was initially not too worried by the new rhetoric.
Incontestably, the internal board meeting protocols of the Swedish Social Democratic Party confirm SAF’s interpretation of events; that on the issue of workplace democracy, it was the Social Democratic Party who pushed to radicalize the LO, and not vice versa. In the words of SAF historian Hans de Geer; in the radical climate of the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Social Democratic Party needed to strengthen its position, and work life was a good area for reforms.

Secondly, the traditional accounts of social democracy as ‘first movers’ in relation to MBL also eclipse the competitive, pro-industrial-democracy role of the Swedish centrist political parties; the agrarian Center Party (Centerpartiet) and the social liberal People’s Party (Folkpartiet). ‘Almost every day, we experience how the bourgeois parties borrow our words’, complained the frustrated social democrat minister of industry. Similarly, internal board meeting protocols show how, in 1969, party strategist Alva Myrdal complained that the centrist parties’ youth organizations and their initiatives on industrial democracy were making it difficult to profile the Social Democratic Party on equality issues. Furthermore, board protocols of the Social Democratic Party show also how, during the run-up to the 1973 election, the party planned to use the workplace democracy issue to reach out to the white-collar electorate.

Notably, Peter Swenson’s book Capitalists against Markets confirms that this was also how the employers’ confederation (SAF), too perceived events i.e., that on issues of industrial democracy, the centrist parties were pushing the Social Democratic Party in front of it. In sum, internal meeting protocols from the boards of both the Social Democratic Party and SAF show how, at the time, both organizations perceived the centrist parties as the main competitors to the Social Democratic Party on issues of equality in general, and industrial democracy in particular.

When the SAF board met in March 1969, the SAF managing director noted that political interest surrounding the question of cooperation in the workplace was now substantial. Notably, this was already a year before the wild cat strikes in the government-owned LKAB mines in the winter of 1969-1970, which electrified leftists and set off a wave of radical activism at the work places. Through the informal back channels within the SAF-LO-TCO Development Council, the SAF had learned that the LO felt pressured by the political activity in parliament:

> Underhand contacts [-] have indicated that LO feels embarrassed by these activities and is likely to be forced to take their own initiatives. [emphasis not in original]

A few months later, LO had indeed taken an initiative, and proposed to the SAF-LO-TCO Development Council to set aside funds for practical experiments with workplace democracy. Again, the SAF board perceived that the LO initiative had sprung from the competition with the non-socialist parliamentary parties, including their radical youth organizations. A SAF representative in the Development Council noted that:
The political pressure in these issues originates not only from the youth organizations but also from the bourgeois parties, especially the People’s Party. The latter’s interest has contributed to LO’s current position.89

Likewise, the SAF board of directors noted that the LO had acted to forestall two reports on industrial democracy, which the social liberal People’s Party (Folkpartiet) were expected to present a few weeks later.90 Importantly though, the primary focus for the centrist parties was employee board representation, rather than the type of direct workplace participation that the MBL reform eventually came to codify. Consequently, in 1971, LO demanded board representation for employees91 – which was then turned into law by the social democrat government, during the run-up to the 1973 elections. As the chairman of the SAF board of directors remarked; ‘Even if the LO is half-hearted concerning legislation, that however hardly applies to the political parties’.92

1971 was the sudden and drastic programmatic turning point for LO on industrial democracy.93 At its’ conference in September, LO adopted both the proposal on board representation, and an early template to what would later become the MBL law.94 Compared to the Saltsjöbaden decades of consensus making between the LO and SAF, the shift to a new ideological and confrontational rhetoric was stark and sudden.

During the late 1960s, paragraph 32 of the SAF by-laws had become the focal point of radical leftist agitation.95 Paragraph 32 (formerly paragraph 23) of the SAF by-laws guaranteed the right of employers to freely lead and direct the organization and management of work – a right which LO had agreed to respect in the 1906 basic agreement with SAF. For the first time in the 1971 proposal, LO demanded the ‘removal’ from collective agreements of assent to paragraph 32. According to the new LO stance, with the ‘abolishment’ of paragraph 32, the unions should now co-determine the daily management of the firm.96 In the words of the watershed program adopted by the September 1971 LO congress:

The abolishment of the employer’s right to lead and distribute the work entails opening up new, wide-ranging areas for negotiations between the parties.97 [Emphasis not in original]

Seemingly, the wording of the LO proposal has shaped even the academic interpretations of the achievements of the MBL law, as ‘the abolishment of the principle of managerial prerogative’.98 Consequently, the MBL remained a source of myth and controversy. Hence, the third section of the article looks at the MBL in relation to the objective interests of employers.

**Debating the consequences of MBL**

A viable interpretation of the relatively muted reaction of SAF to MBL is that the employers were perhaps early to recognize that the law would not, after all, encroach on the right of employers to lead and organize work, nor on the right of ownership.
The immediate effect of the MBL law was that employers were obliged to initiate negotiations with a trade union that had a collective agreement, before making major changes at the workplace. This made the MBL a strong tool for unions – when combined with other, binding legislation, such as the 1973 Employment Protection Act. However, the MBL in itself only gives the union the right to be informed and to be heard, to defer decisions, and to refer the issue to central collective negotiations, or – when relevant – to the Labour Arbitration Court. Hence, despite its name, the Swedish “Law on Co-determination in the Workplace” doesn’t oblige the employer to come to any agreement.\textsuperscript{99} Strictly speaking, MBL doesn’t give the unions the right of co-determination in the sense of joint decision-making.\textsuperscript{100}

In the words of a 2015 LO guide to the MBL [line breaks in original]:

\begin{quote}
The Act on Co-Determination at Work doesn’t give employees any immediate co-determination. It doesn’t dislodge the fundamental right of the employer to alone decide over his business. The employer can implement whatever action he wants, unless otherwise agreed.\textsuperscript{101}
\end{quote}

How then, could the MBL be advertised as such a radical reform? An important part of the answer arguably resides in the fact that the MBL referred actual co-determination to the future, based on future collective agreements for which – it was expected – employees would go on strike.

As stated previously, it was the 1971 LO proposal that came to form the core of the 1976 MBL law. The proposal was not very precise in its demands, but the main thrust was that the LO wanted a strengthening of collective bargaining rights to include the right to bargain over agreements on mechanisms for employee co-determination of the management of work at the level of the firm.\textsuperscript{102} For many years after the adoption of the MBL, a belief remained in many quarters that with time, the unions would demand collective agreements on employer-employee co-determination of issues such as personnel policy and work organization.\textsuperscript{103} Furthermore, the LO proposal separated out the workplace democracy issue from wage bargaining, which meant that unions retained the right to go on strike for co-determination issues, even when a collective agreement on wages was in place (\textit{den eftersläpande stridsrätten}). This broke with the tradition, that strikes and lockouts were not allowed while a collective agreement was in force (\textit{fredsplikt}). This may have been the aspect of MBL that employers were most worried about – but in practice, during the ensuing decades, unions never came to make use of this right to strike for workplace democracy.\textsuperscript{104}

Regardless, as scholars of law were soon to point out, any such agreement on joint decision-making would have been incompatible with the Companies Act and other corporate legislation, which rested on the free market principle of the right of ownership. In fact, this was an objection that had been raised already by the Council on Legislation, which advises the Swedish government prior to their submitting a bill to parliament – but the objection had been brushed aside by law makers.\textsuperscript{105} Still, confusion and uncertainty concerning the actual scope
of MBL remained for many years. A 1982 research report from a trade union think tank complained that:

MBL's intentions of far-reaching influence have created expectations which, in light of the right of ownership, are impossible to realize.\textsuperscript{106}

Not until 1982 did LO first acknowledge that the employers’ right to manage work could actually not be subject to employee co-determination, due to the fundamental right of ownership as enshrined in the Companies Act.\textsuperscript{107} Still, ever since the 1975 wage earner fund proposal, parts of social democracy envisioned instead a gradual socialization of the entire Swedish economy – which could then in turn allow for employee co-determination. This vision of the nature of the MBL as part of a long-term plan to socialize the Swedish economy was communicated not least via LO’s basic courses for union representatives, which from 1977 up until 1991 received large government grants to educate employees about MBL.\textsuperscript{108} Furthermore, with MBL, the main locus of Swedish research on work life shifted away from SAF’s PA Council and the SAF internal technical office, to the state sponsored Swedish Center for Working Life (\textit{Arbetslivscentrum}), which was instituted with the MBL reform, in 1977.\textsuperscript{109} Hypothetically, this institutional shift may have contributed to the strength and tenacity of social democrat narratives of the MBL, its’ origins and implications – at the expense of employer writing of history. Only by 1990/91 did the state financing for Swedish research on working life, and the associated information and educational activities, become a contentious issue in parliament and was reviewed by the National Audit Office.\textsuperscript{110}

**Conclusions and discussion**

In summary, this article has shown that before the early 1970s radicalization of Swedish social democracy, the Swedish Employers’ Confederation SAF was a long-term and active supporter of the strengthening of employee consultation at the level of the firm. An employers’ organization’s political preferences can be gauged by looking at three aspects: policy legacies; participation in policy groups; and the development of in-house expertise.\textsuperscript{111} As this study has shown, by the late 1960s, on all three counts, SAF support for workplace democratization was strong. Particularly, in terms of in-house expertise, from the mid-1960s, SAF endorsed and promoted the internationally new and original thinking of the Swedish economist Eric Rhenman. Expert ideas are influential because they predict likely effects of policy instruments; experts give advice on cause-effect relationships.\textsuperscript{112} Notably, as its in-house expert, Rhenman did not try to alter the basic objective of SAF policy; efficiency and profitability.\textsuperscript{113} Rather, the crucial feature of SAF’s policy templates in the 1960s was the positive, optimistic view of the role of unions in the economic life of Sweden. Arguably, SAF norm entrepreneurship in the 1960s must count as an outstretched hand; an invite to win-win, positive-sum cooperation. Crucially, according to the management ideas promoted by SAF at the time, strong union representation
and consultation in decision making at the level of the firm was in the subjective self-interest of Swedish business.

These findings beg the question why social democracy chose conflict rather than compromise? An auxiliary contribution made by this article concerns the MBL law as social democratic political strategy. On the issue of industrial democracy, Swedish social democracy faced political competition from both the right and from the left. The internal board meeting protocols of both SAF and of the Social Democratic Party show how both organizations perceived that by the late 1960s, it was the centrist political parties who were driving the political agenda on industrial democracy. This is pertinent, since timing is regarded as an important indicator of ‘true’ or ‘real’ interests. In this sense, social democracy was arguably not the ‘first mover’ on industrial democracy.

Simultaneously, from the left, the social democratic leadership faced radical activism at the workplaces, following the winter 1969/1970 wildcat strikes. Radicalism sprouted also within branches of the blue-collar union LO, such as the Metal workers union, and among policy relevant intellectuals. In retrospect, we know that these developments were paralleled in much of Western Europe, and likely were fuelled not only by societal developments in general, but also by contact with communist regimes, both indirectly via media, and via individual visits and travels, as well as international organizations. In response to the radicalization of its supporters, Swedish social democracy adopted a radicalized rhetoric. Over time, this strategy arguably came to shape both its’ political self-understanding, as well as the perceptions of international research, of Swedish social democracy as the unrivalled champions of workplace democracy.

Finally, the article has highlighted the divergence between on the one hand, the social democrat advertisement of the MBL as a radical reform, and on the other hand, the reform’s effects, which were arguably not revolutionary in a socialist sense. This gives an additional key to why SAF didn’t oppose the reform more strongly. Strikingly, even though the name of the MBL law invoked ‘co-determination’ (medbestämmande), in fact, the MBL law did not give workers any direct co-determination rights. Furthermore, although surrounded by socialist rhetoric to this effect, the law never became a stepping stone in a larger project of socializing the Swedish economy.
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